
DDCE-MARINEdinnteco 
lightning Off 

Variable electric field balancer lightning rod 

Protection System against Atmospheric Discharges and Electromagnetic 

Pulses avoiding direct lightning strike on the protected structure 

Made of 

SS & POM 

Weight 

7,6 kg 

Packaging: 

Recicled 

cardboard & 

PELO 

Measurements 

024,27 cm 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Packaging: 

26 x 26 x 47 cm 

Passive Collector System of electrostatic currents on time, that takes them to the ground, whose operating principle is 

based on balancing or compensating the variable electric field on it's surroundings, avoiding the creation of an upward 

leader on the DDCE MARINE and on to the protected structure. 

Electromagnetic Protector 

Sole and effective system for protecting against external 

electromagnetic pulses (Absorbs the Electromagnetic 

Pulses between 60 and 90% minimizing damage by indirect 

effects). The protection design will depend on the type of 

installation. The DDCE will be placed laterally in isolated 

structures. As protection of areas or multiple structures will 

be placed along the perimeter. The DDCE works like thermal 

fuse, absorbing part of the energy of the Electromagnetic 

Pulses up to 124,5 KA 

Maximum working voltage without lightning strikes 

Progressive tension increase 

705 KV are applied to 1 m progressively without lightning 

discharge (maximum applied by the laboratory). According 

to the high voltage tests carried out at the Electrical 

Engineering Laboratory of the University of Pau (University 

Center for Scientific Research), 
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Application of instantaneous voltage (comparison with 

Franklin Rod) 

With peak voltage (kV) UlOO from 427,5 KV to 1.15 m, the 

leader always appears at the Franklin Rod. 

With peak voltage (kV) USO from 530.8 KV to 1.15 m, ithe 

leader appears on the ground or at the base of the mast, 

but always outside thE DDCE MARINE. 

According to the high voltage tests of the Official Central 

Electrotechnical Laboratory (LCOE) of Getafe (Madrid) 

DDCE MARINE performance 

Tests carried out in the Official Laboratory INTA (National 

Institute of Aerospace Technology) belonging to the 

Ministry of Defense of Spain, certifies the optimal 

performance of the DDCE MARINE in the spectrum between 

0.4 to 2 GHz as compensator of variable electric fields, 

behaving as a sink of variable radio frequency electric fields 

without sending radiant electric fields in this frequency 

spectrum. 
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